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ALMOST COMMUTING UNITARY MATRICES

RUY EXEL AND TERRY LORING

(Communicated by John B. Conway)

Abstract. A pair of square matrices is said to be almost commuting if their

commutator is small in norm. We give an elementary proof of a theorem of

Voiculescu showing that not all almost commuting pairs can be perturbed to a

commuting pair.

1. INTRODUCTION

A famous open problem popularized by Paul Halmos [3] asks whether a pair

of self-adjoint matrices A and B which almost commute (in the sense that the

operator norm \\AB - BA\\ is small) can always be slightly perturbed in order

to yield a pair of commuting self-adjoint matrices.

While Halmos's problem remains open, several related questions have been

considered and some solved. For example, if we talk about three instead of two

almost commuting self-adj oints we arrive at a question which has been proved

by Voiculescu [5] to be false (Davidson produces a more explicit counterexample

in [2]).

The "perturbation" of Halmos's conjecture we want to consider is obtained if

one replaces "self-adjoint" by "unitary" in the statement of the original problem.

This turns out to be a very interesting question which attracted a fair amount

of attention from several people. Again the answer is known to be false but

its existing proofs are of a very interesting nature. The first counterexample,

a simple one to state, was obtained by Voiculescu [6]: take A as the cyclic

permutation matrix and B the diagonal matrix whose diagonal entries are the

nl   complex roots of the unit displayed in cyclic order.

Of course, after the above choice of matrices is granted, one is left with the

task of understanding why are there no "nearby" commuting approximants.

Voiculescu remarks in his paper that his proof seems to depend on the second

cohomology of the two-torus and in fact it does. In [4] the second named author
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shows an argument where the rule of the second cohomology of the two-torus

comes up concretely in the form of AT-Theory.

Choi [ 1 ] gives a proof, again in the spirit of K-Theory, that there exist almost

commuting matrices with no commuting approximants of any form, solving a

different problem from [3].

The purpose of this paper is to prove, at a completely elementary level, that

there are no commuting approximants at all to Voiculescu's pair, let alone uni-

taries (a /(-theoretic proof of this is given in the addendum to [4]). The "most

sophisticated" tool we use is the fact that the winding number of a closed com-

plex curve around zero is a homotopy invariant.

2. The main result

Fix once and for all an integer « > 7 and let wn = e

unitaries are defined by

Ini/n
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A few trivial and well-known facts we shall need are in order:

(a) \\ÇlnSn-SSln\\ = \\-ton

(b) det(fifl) = det(5„) = (-l)
n+\

(c) SQS* ü„n„
n    n

By (a) we have that for n large, Q.n and Sn are in fact almost commuting.

Theorem. If X and Y are commuting n x n complex matrices then

max{||X-QJ|, \\Y-SJ\}>yj2-}I-(oJ-l.

Proof. Let X and Y be commuting nxn matrices and let

¿ = max{|Mf-Q„||, ||r-S„||}.

Assume by way of contradiction that d < J2 - | 1 - ton \ - 1 .

For every t in [0,1] let At = Qn + t(X - QJ and Bt = Sn + t(Y-Sn) and

define yt to be the closed complex curve given by

y,(r) = det((l-r)AlBl + rBlAt),       re [0,1].

For t = 1 we have that At and Bt commute so y, is a constant curve. On

the other hand for t = 0 we have A( = Çln and Bt = Sn hence

y0(r) = det((l - r)ÇlnSn + rSnQn) = det((l - r)Q„ + rSnQnS*n) det(5J

= (-l)n+,det((l-/-)Î2„ + /-ô;nQJ = (-l)',+,(l-r + /-aJn)"det(Q„)

= (l-r + rwj".
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Note that as r goes from 0 to 1, ( 1 - r + rton ) moves along the segment

joining 1 to ton in the complex plane. It follows that y0(r) is never zero and

that it winds around zero clockwise once.

Now, since the winding number is a homotopy invariant of closed curves in

the complex plane with the origin removed we shall arrive at a contradiction as

soon as we prove that yt(r) is never zero. Equivalently it suffices to show that

(1 - r)AtBt + rBtAt is invertible for all / and r which we do next by proving

that the latter matrix is at a distance less than one from the unitary matrix

«A-
We have

\\(\-r)AtBt + rBtAt-ÇlnSn\\

<(l-r)\\AtBt-anSn\\ + r\\BtAt-QnSn\\

<(l-r)(\\AtBt-AtSn\\ + \\AtSn-anS„\\)

+ r(\\B,A, - SHA,\\ + \\SnA, - S„Q„|| + \\S„QH - aHSH\\)

<(l-r)(\\At\\\\Bt-Sn\\ + \\At-Qn\\\\Sn\\)

+ r(\\Bt-Stt\\\\Ai\\ + \\Stt\\\\At-Cln\\ + \l-con\)

< (1 - r)((l + d)d + d) + r(d(\ + d) + d + | 1 - co„\)

= ( 1 + d)d + d + r\ 1 - ton\ < d2 + 2d + 11 - ton\.

Now, since d < J2 - | 1 - ton \ - 1 we have

í/2 + 2í/ + |1-wJ< 1.   D

We do not claim that our estimate is optimal.   For example, estimating

||(1 -r)AtBt + rBtAt-QnSn\\ for r< 1/2 and replacing QnSn by SnQ.n in a

similar estimate for r > 1/2 we can prove that d > J2 - 11 - <yJ/2 - 1.
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